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INCA VS. OSWALD
(INCA Executive Vice President, Edward Scannell
Bader confronted Lee Haney Oswald. the assassin of
President John F. Kennedy to t panel debate on roam
Italian WDSU, August II, 1883, jars • few weeks
before the PsnaidettEm murder. Worldwide speculate.
on Onvairro criortvatilso and mental condition are ore.
Butler was called to Washington Sets than 48
OVER FORTY TO BE HONORED .54r.
hours altar the otino to confer with top nHirlila nn
het ase since he was the only propagandi spcstrilot
Thu first INCA
AWallt Reception both; Dr. William Brcaron; Mt. ever to interview Oswald. The following Ira sumwill be held this Glltbnre Burke; Mr. J. H. Cairo, m.ey whiab n ilyree the meaning of the Oswald
Mr. Butler
evcnIng from 7;80 Mr. Thomas Carmen; Mr. Marini opiSistle.—Dlitort
to 8;16 p.m. no 33 Drown, Jr., Mr. Charles Derthar III;
N mot Drive In Sir. B. Frank Eshleman; Mr. C.
Albin Fan.; Mr, Gervais Foams:
Mr. Grundy
litanirie.
by Edward Scannell Butler
Host moue= W. Grundy. INCA Mr. Fred Fischer: Mr. J. Moon
Nese-mina Edmeel Seteioll bed, Neel
1040 Award. Recoplitill Chairman Citatory; hir.J.111ntaoltre Dr. Joie
The merrier of President John F.
maid today tho the Awards program Manville; Mr. William Manahan;
would start shortly after 7,09 p.m. Mr. R. Kirk Moyer. Dr. Alton Otha- Kennedy by a dectri.ure, .elf-tort. in .lyric of the
I Mot him at 5:38 on a hot Friday
and that over forty members and nes, Jr.; Mr. George Itisrtra; Mr. felted Marcin—three years rapirterl.
{mends of INCA who have Made ex- Eustis Rally; Mr. E. M. lirnsloy, Mr. to onmmtinism to Runia—proves afternoon In the studios of WDSU
Mellionald
Stephens;
Dr.
Norton
beyond
doubt
the
power
of
words
as
tail.
in New Ctrlenns.
ceptional monitors for INCA unsold
Voorhies; Mr. J. Walter Ward, Js; weapons.
be hemmed.
I was them to participate in a
Mc
Lana
Irwin,
III,
Mr.
Walter
J.
Unfortunately.
the
picture
of
Lee panel debate whirls bad bean
Mr. Cloudy raid another highlight
Harvey Oswald that im braining to arranged by Latin American affair:
of the meeting woidd he the full, un- Barnes; and Bev. Dr. J. I), Grey.
The Award Generals will repot emerge in some Quarters dot" nor reporter Bill Stuckey, Modernang
` edited, oriprol tape retarding of the
On their Subscription canvass of the fully match the firsthand enprenestal the program was WDSU newsman
I% now•Lonnitm Oswald &halo.
INCA menthol,. and INCA Vice-.
gleaned tun a few weeks before the Bill Ratter, end Ventilating the Calsan
Edward Scannell Buller, INCA
Prtendent fur Flmmered Affairs Wal- Prexident's mordm. INCA members viewpoint mot chile leader Carl.
Etevutive Vito Preside., will Ion an
lace M. Davis urged all INCA mem- in various stare. and the TRUTH Crimple,
hand In on
mromber's veal:torts
bers to nilwenhe gems:nasty and network In Latin America ar o
It Is wnrthwhile to vonsicior why I
ahem rho personality and waitron*em
promptly to that the 4114 hodner titled to the facts that we have, both vras there In the first plate. The
of tan meassin. Grtmtly rani
can be solidly programmed.
from Oyeleld'a own hp, and loon my answer la. because
anmat rho mecoleow
)
'Tin Oswald episode pnived cure
and friends of INCA, made it postila.ively that private clillent can
sible.
INCA
has
spool
nearly three
EDITORIAL
combat communist prenuranda elleryeas, not merely swaying, but fight.
tively—LNCA poilenionult tolireled
ing
comemnist
propaganda
at the
and presermed-"e...eirithat drove
grata roots level in 16 countries, We
Oswald from New Oilaans heiror ha
.raw
from
manatch
and
asperlence
could do ton ranch damage hem. Had
whit wean, what won't We mild
there hem an argazasatien similar tot
predict—becarime we knew the Red
INCA. or nn INCA hionch in Denim
As 1903 appmaches the End harts, INCA pre- Ilse.—what Ooweid would say on
the President of the United Stales
{totem to complete in third year of operatiune aria enter mast topics. We knew what in ask
might never have !teen murdered,"
a new era. The lossorrt of our past, can guide en et and what to avoid. Within a day we
Grundy mica
We look to the future. ft is dime:Pie partimilarly ap- hod a briefcase fall of facts and
Mr. Grundy nnignitelated the
propriate. it this time in review the yror-eod Pinglele figures al the Feu Play for Cuba
Dr.
Oclumer
Award Generals and Captains lot
Report by Prendeat Altura Ochoner.
Committee, as well am tan entire slaty
their eunttent work to developing the
Dr. Ochner haa led INCA from the earliest days and him opinions, of Dozela's defection with authentic
Reception program
both of the organization nod It. prospects in Lou. America, are founded quoin. because I know whims es man.
on thirty yeam of humanitarian experience with the citizens and govern- Oa In addition we had nor man
INCA Awards Generale are:
Mr. Conealn Atamenza, jr., Mr. ments of the Loan American republics.
library and clipping file. and a rom•
Martin Corder H. Mr. Pat Browne.
In hit itersanal report to each member. Dr. Oclisner stressed these Went staff to hack Ole up and secure
Jr.; Dr. William Locke; Mr. Robert INCA accomplishments: Der hundred twenty-11a conperadng radio stations ruhetantiating data.
Raienla; Mr. Cecil Shllsione Mr. Ell broadcasting TRUTH TAPES in 10 nallone; five himdrnl riventy-ex
We harl the facilitlea to male the
Tillie and. Mr. E. D. Wingfield
TRUTH TAPES in distribution: the Conference for Unity of the Americas' Inagadistence calls, tape recorders- acid
bright promise to a mean, of unifying the efforts of free men and organi- a headnuartert to listen fur boars to
INCA Awards Cantabze are
Dr. lama Allen; Capt. John Ayers: sations tamest commentst tyranny, the TRUTH TAPES FOR TEACHING earlier testimony that Ctssentd had
Dr. Gustav Ballo; Mr. lincen Baird; program in English which has already proved so successful in educating Mpoil for Snrcley. untd I knew hi.
Mr. Earl Bartlett; Mr. Richard BaumiCentinued ea page 31
(Continued no page 2)
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pogendist's trade. hforrover lie was sort to aliases, the paraphernalia of
INCA vs. Oswald - - - thoroughly faMiller with the pony Illegality and apposition to moth(Continued from paps I/
line, and gave an excellent amount toted =dhoti*. Those who tend to
every Wong point and weak spot.
of himself when asked the standard tribal against tradition and convenfreehad
we
And most important
questions in the first tnterdew. He tion, Bohemians and nonconformists
dom to act as private citizens to de- did much worse in the debate of all kinds—are naturally attracted
prive Oswald of the mom support he against a planned, unorthodox attack. to the communist movement. By its
was seeking. Technically he had theo An attack Width was Mined. not at tepudiotion of so-called capitalist
commnetted on crime, to no official the communist Line he was trying to .Win and moral standards, the party
could tough him. Free societies rant tell, but at the seller himself. Com- provides a welcome philosophical
permit a Federal Thought Cantro1monists and their sympathizers con sanction for the lunatic fringe.
Agency to censor, suppress or dispute seldom withstand such an approach,
"The party is o vehicle for anyone
anyone's views, so officials cools&t which prevent. them from abusing with en are to grind, for anyone who
even meet him on the propaganda the freedom of the press by turning hat become embittered. Second-rate
battlefield. Bet because there woo ▪ R Into a propaganda OlzIform. But artists, lawyers without clients, docnal "flOW''"“o Oswald tried.
private
kets without patients, writers without
here In New Orleans Oswald was
Of course a good ease can be mark outlets, underpaid teacher. with inthe battleground for the fact that coramonfol prop.- (enmity completes—all these are
on
decisively beaten
had picked—mass media.
g....1• had converted Oswald into soothed by the thought that It is all
Discnoilied, Oswald dropped mat conditioned social schizophrenic jott the fault of the capitalist system.
I sight, and left New Orleans before like Lenin Flitter, Stalin and Castro They find. In the parry. on instrue did too muc-h damage here. Fa Hr undoubtedly 11.1.• the real world ment to vent their Splern against the
Is rout every INCA member and through eyes distorted by unreal imagined source of filmy, as well as
friend can take a fair share of credit Images of elan or rare warfare. Flut a receptive audience."
Moreover the model we hove created the point Is. that such deliberately
But In spite of the fact that
an he copied throughout the hem inducer] criminal insanity is the clear"Officers found letters In Lee thievery
tpilete.
cut reoponoibiilly of the official hater Oswald's mom written to hint on
S1,100 members have conjectured propaganda of communist regimes
kfteelseeds of the Communist Party
at an
The communist line draws a dead of Americo. the party newspaper. the
-.Id have profesmonglly neutralized bead an every Institution and leader
Worker, and the Fair Play for Cube
weld thew and perhaps saved the of the Fees World. Illoough
Committee . . ." tWaithimpon Post,
nnulent s life. No otra can he nee sophisticated propaganda network it
Thursday. November 28, 11/63, Pg.
of courre. But an INCA branch dumps a mountain of hate trio the
A-4I no formal links with party dismold certainly have helped emote receptive minds of mankind.
cipline have yet been foetid.
him to public view mod made it more
It is hard far some Ainoricaos to
The distinction is
hard one for
difficult to commits hidden mime. understand hots/ ,1 young boy of 13,
average Americans to comprehend.
reading a peo-connnunlst pamphlet The party uses three lamb of partiASSASSLN'S PROFILE
about the Rosenberg traitors. am he cipants in its work.
Oswald'. hand was clammy as
shook It. sad he had an air of arro- converted as Oswald was--ewer ■
I—The disciplined party member
gance and suppremed tension. Before period of nine yearn under the semi- who acts like a social soldier under
the debate his face was tight, sar- nal, but merciless. assault of Words as mien.
castic. no guard, yet with no paper. weapons--inin u political !Masan.
1-11te indoctrinated emormsnist
1
Yet we must understand It, or
Hama motions. When 1 mentioned
That a merchant was "progressive" in Frendent Keutedy'a death will hove sympathizer w hose contributions
his bushiest Oswald looked sensed been in vain. The motivation for come in the form of money and/or
quickly in the midst of another con- Oswaltra acts err to be hand In work for the party on a volunteer
venation at the first syllable of the these quotes he gave to a C.F.I. holds
3—The dupe, or useful fool, who
word 'progresslve'. Then when he correspondent ir, Moscow In 1959.
works ordior donates to communist
understood the content of the state- Regarding his first reading of Man's
without realizing their full imcausal
ment--thet it was being applied to Des Kopital, hr said, "It was like a
capttalism—his glance changed into very religious cams opening the Bible pact
Oswald seems to have fitted into
for the first nom. Then he started
a smirk of dopedthe seined category. He was filled
lie seemed particularly antagonistic to "study !demist economic theories,"
toward ins. Other onlookers noticed he told the reporters an hie Dip to with the stand.] brand of communist
it rind ourationed It before I hod the Roc.. "I could see the impoverish- hate. And that note--oonveyed
In
opportunity to ask. Later. et home, meet of the masse before my own always by word. from communist,
nark the preceution of taping all of eyes in my own mother. I thought their sympathizers—finally moved the
the TV comentorles about the inter. the worker's life could be better. I mind. that actuated the trigger. that
found some Maoist books on dusty killed the President of the United
sieve.
shelve. in the New Orleans library States. The lin)ts of guilt ore *MO+.
FOOL OR FANATIC?
and continued to indoctrinate myself and obvious
Was Oswald Lasalle? He appeared
for five yeen."
THE MENTAL BLOCK
to he not only sane but all ertremaly
Yet many Americans hesitate to
articulate end clever proponent of the THE 'COMMUNIST' QUESTION'
A second question which has believe that communism caused the
communist-Iming came of die Fair
Play For Cuba Committee. which he bothered Americans Is whether or not death of the President of the United
represented a. local Secretary. / can Oswald the admitted Marxist, was Stoles. This is as understandable a.
It is dangemusi
judge. not merely from our debate, subject to Leninist discipline.
It Is understandable because the
Professor Anthony J. Boueemen
but from e previous analysis of a 30
Antito
Muerteon cm imagine on
guide
"A
average
book,
hr.
In
says
minute tape recorded Interview with
appropriate penalty for the murder of
reporter Bill Stookey, which is at yet Commimist Action":
coot
other than nuclear war;
the
that
President
the
doubt
no
is
"Them
impublished. Oswald woe a prof'.
dent propagandist. }le used prop.- monist network tiolds on attraction whirls however would kill mIllions of
on
as well as millions of
thrive
people,
who
own
our
spirits
sonde method. like marbled pgaraRei. for adventurous
log, lariat narrowing and eapenrism, the conspiratorial sernospiwee within tononnobe One._ SInon no one weort
on page al
reire
(Continued
meetings,
seem(
the
party,
the
prothe
of
and other technical tricks
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THE NEW ERA - -

INCA THANKS

horn page If
SENATOR THOMAS J. DODD
U. S. high wheelers: the generous corm:meta of no many recognized officials
1D-Cone.) for his detallesa statement
and everts: the expanding membership; the top ranch production muter
about
INCA before the Senate
INGrk President Dr. Alton Delmer with production and security forallties: TRUTH FORUM end other adForeign Reliaidon, C.ororotttee, whleb
anninmeed today the appointment of vance. in Our fight for freedom In ['be Americas.
was
pal:Th.4hr./
in the Senate Ds:raireal estate executive Paul F Dor
Rot as President Do. Ochmer pointed out, the continuation rod pro- ment rolled 'Trolling of Forman
mime as An Ortannentional Conga/grew of INCA depends fart and fraemost on the support of as present Af fairs Pessonecl."
tont to INCA,
"Me. Dastugue'. years of acme. members and f tuner The personal stobsergrhon program is the bulwark of
CONGRESSMAN HALE BOGUS
phaltment as on maniacs one well that support.
(13-1-a) for his comments about
Saloum especially to the citinon of
Dr. Osboner made the point dud INCA is e unique ortonizahoa, in that
INCA in the October kith Issue of
Jeffers. Parish where Se founded it boa two distinct types of finarinal outlay:
the CLARION HERALD in on
the Poling tsfen's Business Club of
First. the org.ixerional expense far roadlogs, meetings and publications article ailed "Congressmen Womb of
Jefferson. the largest chic mute.which every mervice group Iran--tilli is coveted by dues term members
Apathy tu Wake of Nuclear Test
don to the parish after only one
Second, the recurring production expense for TRUTH TAPES and Treaty."
year."
taker edsmatior. research operations—this is covered by monthly subscripSENATOR KARL MUNDT (Rtions from men:then, friends. emporations, fonndations.
5.D.1 for his remarks slime INCA In
Martin M. Gurtler II
INCA needs both kends of foment if it is to "mass produce" TRUTH
recant letter which he cleared for
TAPES during 1.999, roll meet its other merman:neon to the came publication.
Studio Dedicated
of Liberty Under Law in the America,.
INCA member Martin M Corder
CONGRESSMAN DANTE FASl'he demand for TRUTII TAPES from Latin America has been phewII was the reciplern of the foriewsug
CELL ID-Flat for his invitedun to
Reaolution of Commendation at the rimed, and Moral of warm requests for increased distribution have hem present the INCA story to hit flume
remised from our cooperating stations in Latin Aincrica. Until now we
first INCA TRUTH FORUM.
Fomiga Affairs Subcommittee on
have had no synemetie way of informing members. friends, and cooperatIntermaional Organization.. ExecuWHEREAS, INC_A hos progressed
ing ergarriartiona of the country by country need, end the requests for
tive Vita-htraiderst Roller's testimony
no For end fart bemuse of the geneassistance from cur fellow fighters for freedom to the south.
mil loon he published In the Hear✓ertry of its members nod
Lop of the Subcommittee.
WHEREAS. the West example of
this teamwork h the meta generous
THE LOUISIANA ASSOCIATION
gift of a recording ghetto. Mantling
OF YOUNG MEN'S BUSINESS
all mend Insulation End tonstructim
CLUBS and outgoing President Paul
wet.
Dasiiigue for the honor of addressing
WHEREAS, the TRUTH TAPES
their annual meeting amt the Resoleprogram boa been sterneamrably
dim endorsing the TRUTH TAPES
helped by this germ.a gift and
program.
WHEREAS, the donor la Mr.
Maths M. Ctaticr II an INCA memTHE INCA PHYSICIANS FOR
FREEDOM COMMTTTEE, which
her in good .landing
sponsored a mailing to all illettlbell
NOW THEREFORE RE IT REof the Orleans Parish Medical Society
SOLVED, time said Moho shall be
known Iterenfrer by Jill LNCA memlost month.
bers and the general public et the
DR. ROBERT J. MEADE, LNCA
Marlin M. Corder 11 Srudlu.
Director, who wrote the members of
The resolotion was offered by
the National Association of Plastic At
INCA treasurer Maurice W. Cnindy
Reconstructive Surgery on behalf of
And prated unanimously-.
Picture from our paal—DICA leaders receive TRUTH TAPES Mends INCA.
Proclamation. Lalt to right, Executive V.P. Edw. S. Butler, President Dr.
DR. JAMES H. ALLEN, INCA
Minor Orhsner, New Orleans Mayor Virtnr H. Selairo, First V.P. Dean A. E.
INCA Chapter
Chief of Protocol who traveled to
Neale.
Denver to tel the INCA story to his
Extension Planned
fellow members of the American
The Ortaximahonal Afiaim Council,
With this grci:=Jgagg of INCA Victory—on offlcial rnoothly publica- Association of Physitiera oral Sur.
is disensokat plans for extending tion-1i milestone hos been paned, and the scope end efforts of INCA will
goons.
INCA eirartert no a mional hem ae- be chronicled herieefon.h. no they term. Beginning in January 19:341
condi/4 nt ELIpor A. G Bright, Vice 'pedal Department On Intel-Arntrimn Affair. will help INCA members
The FOLLOWLNG MEMBERS fed
President for Organiaatinnal Affaws. and friends to gauge rho affeetivcarea of the LNCA effort to each natran. their immediate rapport of the INCA
"Although INCA now hos mem
Award
Subratiplirm Drive:
No organization coo he properly con unless the management has an
hen in LB of the United Stairs and
idea of the ertairtam 'accounts receivable", it can expect each .moth, In
Ben C. Tnicsinno
broadcasting nation, in 19 Latin
order to budget Pmdmaaa. rap., salmi. and the other disbursements that
American moons', Bright said, '1ve
John riuddrick
are required. Spmlung to INCA members pononally Dr. °change said, "I
must give interested Individuals and
Brom Baud. Jr.
era. you to be as gene-tout no paMiblr ... remembering Oral. a small merlorganisations throughout the hemiin. now eon help prevent a rood low liner"
Gilbert Gharhounet
sphere a [neater opportunity to parThe Awards Reception will tiring 1963 tea close with a Well deserved
ticipate."
Dr. Thomas R. Jenkins, Jr.
"Thole interested in INCA'it pro- mark of glory for three who have done to moth during INCA'. feat obese.
Dr. James D. Morrison
gram can mbeenhe For no little as 85 But the light we've generuted thus for could diminish to a mere glimmer
Dr. R. E. Robichaue
free month to $3110 pee mond, or in the gloom, unless we INC it to guide the forces of freedom into the
future.
mare."
Mb.. Lucile Tisylor
That does remdre sacrifice---of time, of money-hut as fir. °chaser
Bright gold that speaking engageSamuel Robinson
ments emend the moon will coo- hex also noted ... "dune who have seen communism in notion are deeply
tie. to be accepted by the Presi- convinced that INCA methods can stop the Reds. They remember that
Cottealo Abaunra. Jr.
dent, Executive Vice.President And commas/1st leaden. from Leran in Castro have always been private citirann,
E. M. Rowley
certain specially qiialtfied INCA working where grave-mmenti cannot reach effectively.'
members, as to 1983.

That It the lesson we must never /met

Chad. G. Smither
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TRUTH FORUM RATES PRAISE
INCA vs. Oswald - (Continued from page 2/
The monthly TRUTH FORUM t.r,,
relented with a pollee-am% all the
•to commit

December 11, 198.3
tion to Russia and fortune hn admission that he was a Marxist

'annual suicide or kill rnWith words over a network of 128
meetings for the INCA geneml mem- eh had been let out of his Urea.
nocent people. we are mourning the radio stations INCA is beating cornbership began on October lith with
Bringuier. who mid that "Hod there
blame
for 00W1111117ift guilt ourselves, monists M. 18 Latin American nation..
address spotlighting Guaternale by
n an INCA floe or el years ego,
the Itry Chester Codwalleder. a hero would net be a commiliaLst In order to continue to en-exist, and For Melanie. LNCA hes 17 stations
Sprodsh speaking American miseion• adorn "idled Calm today.- He de- dso maintain name .heed of self re- In Venezuela alone, where the isoleted communist mmerity, lacking
cry with 10 years expellers,' in that scribed the technique of "Certifies" spect.
It fa • dangerou. attitude. If the mass support for their riots, stokes
nation. This was followed on Novem- which "involve. two Communists
ber 19th by an oddness spotlighting slatting a street corner debate, com- communists evrn get the idea that and demonstrations hove been forced
Argentina lay Cuban exile lawyer mon in Argentina, Miler to the Hyde Americans will accept any provoca- to resort to temr. And they are
Carlo. firinsiner. who to married to Park soapbox debates in Leaden One tion, up in and Including the moat- being decisively beaten.
the daughter of on Argentmian diplo- will defend rapitaltom and the other Meanie of the Free/dent of the
With wonia, we can demonstrete
mat and fought communist penetra- Cammunasna When a large enough Celled Snags, then their audacity will
Macon, their power great' will grow to the people of each one of the
bee in the universitieg
crowd ennapritates. the one defending
communtst dominates] slave nations
and
our
days
of
liberty
will
he
"The INCA members and prom democracy will concede that the pmhow to gradually pry away the grip
have responded enthusiastically to communist meeker is tight. Usually, numbered.
Therefore in 011ier W maintain our of their communist overlord...
the TRUTH FORUM concept one or two 'Ones in the carbon
TRUTH FORUM gives avenge pri- will ode with the pm-communist self respect and also continue nor
We must never forget that the
permit of world peace we men:
great pow,' die relatively few coin.
vate citizens who really know Latin speaker as well1—Admit to ourselves that com- soh data have, is in the minds of the
America n chance to describe whet
The tommunish need trouble,'
everyday life to like, to the members mid Bringuter, "so they inenufactute munist hate-propaganda killed the mimeo of people they manipulate.
and guests as well at the public it with agrnts who owe-Wilt as,;,23g- President of the United States by Sloop, well-directed words can pane.
through the new. motto,' said ik illnt-_reanageri. The trouble is then motivating the mite that pulled the trate to the center of that power.
Kirk Moyer. INCA Vier Preadent bellied around by propaganda to
and carefully cut It out. witheet en2—Admit to nurselves that nuclear dangering the whole of humanity In
ant TRUTH FORUM.
nuke the commurdsts appear to he
Highlights of the TRUTH FORUM defending the Latinos ageing Tae- warfare le not the moat oppropriate nuclei. wee.
iespoese because it might not reach
nr3 perennal anecdotes by the gu' Vempiree.
We must always remember that
-honker, who have lived throngh
Bringuier said "INCA is tattier the minority of communiet fanatics communist propaganda it aimed at
(who
am the real culprits) before
communist operation,.
liberation all over Latin America If
the
U. S primarily to create hate,
Reverend C.adwallader revolted an the United Sterns wino the plop. killing millions of innocent people.
3—Admit to ourselves that wards not acetate conversions. Therefore
inildent that OCClIff.1 as he was geniis war against the commemob.
violent mirror Image reaction—he it
driving through a Guatemelan town there will he no need to fight the are the ultimate weapon., because
they <en move the minds that have left or right—mist be avoided. We
with hie tether- -Communist rtudenta 'other war',' he said.
need not hair communists, miller pity
the
power
to
pull
trigger.
and
press
raising bumf, for a meml nap to
'71-11- nest TRUTH FORUM meetthem like the criminal Inwtics many
Cuba threw a spiked plank mama the ing will be held In January," said B. button.
4—Admit to mambas that fro.n 000. But we mast work to destiny the
mad in front of the car and de- Kirk Moyer. Vice-Premient of rho
communist
perry organization which
manded a five dollar contribution," TRUTFI FORUM. who 'Ironed the now im private citizen, must help
greets meniam the power to coerce
he add. "I imid that didn't sound work of committee Chairman Rev. J. wage and win the mew War of Words
and
fmnipttlate
sane men.
like e contrilletton to ate. They mid D. Grey, attendee«, Benjatnin C. at the most level in the INCA manIt hikes professional. to do this lob,
conk] drive across the crakes d I Minima, education: and Riche:II C ner: and in this way ultimately help
liberate the COWIIIIMISt colonies. and the Osividd incident is an
liked." By die tune the minister had Drown, Jr., publicity.
menge the President's death, and example of what pmfessiceul techAvoid a nuclear conflict in the bar- niques can do, when applied en the
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